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Office of the Inspector General 
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330 Independence Avenue, SW 
Washington, DC 20201 

Dear Inspector General Levinson: 
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BOB CORKER, TENNESSEE 
ORRIN HATCH, UTAH 
MARK KIRK. ILLINOIS 
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As Chairman of the Senate Special Committee on Aging, I take very seriously my 
responsibility to help safeguard the funds and savings of residents in nursing homes 
throughout the nation. Federal and state regulations require that nursing homes maintain 
trust funds on behalf of residents or patients who request that the nursing facility manage 
their money. These trust funds are designed to operate like other conventional bank 
accounts that accrue interest, produce regular written statements, and provide consistent 
regulatory oversight. 

Despite the crucial fiscal responsibility charged to these nursing homes, USA Today' s 
article of October 16, 2013, "Trust Fund Raiders," revealed an alarming number of cases 
involving unscrupulous and dishonest employees of nursing homes who siphoned, 
forged, and swindled millions of dollars from the trust fund accounts of unsuspecting and 
helpless residents. For many of these victims, the thefts represented a significant portion 
of their life savings, or else were funds used to keep them living in the nursing home. 

Moreover, it was revealed that many of these nursing home trust funds failed to issue 
interest as required, could not properly justify their financial holdings, or were not 
properly insured to protect against loss or theft. While these trust funds are supposed to 
be regularly audited and monitored, it is alleged by well-informed observers that such 
oversight has been sorely lacking in much of this system. According to data cited in the 
article, during the past three years, auditors have issued more than fifteen hundred 
citations to nursing homes for mishandling these trust funds in some manner. 

Data from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid (CMS), the federal agency charged 
with overseeing nursing homes, revealed major "deficiencies," including inadequate 
accounting, or failing to provide residents with access to their trust fund money. CMS 
reportedly delegates much of the responsibility for this trust fund oversight to state health 
departments, which appear to do an uneven job of regulating, at best. 

Web Site: http://a91ng.senate.gov 



Widespread negligent oversight allowed some of these theft and embezzlement schemes 
to go on undetected for years, and in some instances the losses totaled more than 
$100,000. Several of these trust fund culprits were caught merely by accident or due to 
the suspicions of a co-worker, and not by systemic financial auditing or tight 
management controls. 

Apparently, health and administrative aides charged with auditing these trust funds 
understandably focus their nursing home reviews on health and safety issues; but at the 
same time many of them lack adequate backgrounds in forensic accounting, 
bookkeeping, or appropriate financial oversight methodologies. These shortcomings 
create "crimes of opportunity," as one state official phrased it. It's difficult not to 
conclude that there are insufficient safeguards in this nursing home trust fund system, and 
that is the opinion of a number of experts cited. 

I request, therefore, an examination of CMS's management and oversight of these 
nursing home trust funds, and to recommend corrective actions for any shortcomings 
identified. Such an inquiry also should include consultation with the state law 
enforcement officials and nursing home advocates quoted in the article, a copy of which 
is enclosed. Please have OIG officials consult with the Committee staff prior to initiating 
this requested review. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Bill Nelson 
Chairman 


